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Mechanical stratigraphy plays an important role in controlling the nucleation,
propagation, and development of fractures. The fracture development pattern and
development mode were defined in this study via a detailed description. Fracture
growth and evolution in bedded rocks were numerically simulated. The results
show that fracture growth and propagation are controlled by themechanical layer.
Fractures are divided into bed-confined fractures and throughgoing fractures
based on their spatial configuration with the mechanical layer. Fractures
preferentially nucleate and expand in the mechanical layer and terminate at
mechanical contact. After that, new fractures are generated between two
adjacent fractures. No new fractures are further developed when stress
reaches a certain value, indicating a saturation state. Finally, throughgoing
fractures are developed. Under the same stress field, the bed-confined fracture
density is positively correlated with Young’s modulus of the mechanical layer and
is negatively correlated with its thickness. Bed-confined fractures can extend to
another mechanical layer to develop throughgoing fractures only under
significant stress fields or at mechanical contact with small thickness or minor
difference in mechanical properties. Exploring the impact of mechanical
stratigraphy on fracture development and propagation in bedded rocks is of
great significance to investigate the fracture distribution in hydrocarbon
reservoirs.
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1 Introduction

Natural fractures are primary seepage channels and effective reservoirs, playing an
important role in hydrocarbon migration and accumulation (Zeng et al., 2012; Amjad et al.,
2023; Fu et al., 2023). In the Midland Basin in the United States, the Outer Moray Firth Basin
in the United Kingdom, and the Llanos Basin in South America, etc., it has been shown that
natural fractures play a decisive role in the accumulation and migration of oil and gas in oil
and gas reservoirs (Aydin et al., 2005; Laubach et al., 2016; Ullah et al., 2023). The occurrence
of natural fractures can exert great impacts on reservoir quality, oil and gas enrichment,
drilling and fracturing, reservoir development, and single-well productivity (Laubach et al.,
2018; Gong et al., 2019a; Mi et al., 2023a). Hence, investigating the natural fracture
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distribution has a high application value for guiding oil and gas
exploration and development (Gong et al., 2015; Lyu et al., 2021;
Gong et al., 2023). Therefore, the study of natural fractures in
reservoirs has become a hot target globally.

Bedded rocks are characterized by obvious differences in
mechanical properties among adjacent layers (Gong et al., 2018;
Zhu et al., 2019; Zuo et al., 2019), which are popular in nature under
various geological events, for example, sedimentation and tectonic
movements. A large number of fractures are developed close to or
through lithology contact in bedded rocks, where lithology can exert
significant impact on fracture growth and propagation, such as in
the Barnett shale gas reservoir of the Fort Worth Basin (Helgeson
et al., 1991; Cooke et al., 2001; Fu et al., 2022). Some fractures are
terminated at lithology contacts, with no propagation in the vertical
direction. Fractures propagating multiple rocks with different
lithology provide channels for vertical migration (Gong et al.,
2017a). Bedded rocks are composed of multiple lithology layers,
which can be divided into different mechanical units based on their
mechanical properties (Chang et al., 2017; Zeng et al., 2020).

As early as the 19th century, Willis (1894) proposed the concept
of the rock mechanical layer. The rock mechanics layer refers to a
rock layer with a similar or consistent rock mechanic behavior,
which has a certain control effect on the development and expansion
of fractures (Gong et al., 2018). Outcrop and core observations as
well as log interpretation show that mechanical properties and bed
thickness govern fracture development, resulting in different
fracture development intensities and propagation modes in
bedded rocks (Wang et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2013). The fracture
distribution in vertical and geometric relationship between fractures
and rocks play a key role in underground oil and gas distribution
(Gong et al., 2019b; Zeng et al., 2022).

The difference in mechanical properties of fractured reservoirs is
the main factor controlling fracture development (Chang et al., 2017;
Zhao et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2019). Rocks can be divided into various
mechanical layers based on their mechanical properties, which is
one of the most important factors controlling the nucleation,
expansion, geometric morphology, and distribution of natural
fractures (Gong et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021; Mi et al., 2023b).
The fracturing in actual production is commonly controlled by
mechanical stratigraphy, which is prone to be deflected at
mechanical contact to shorten the vertical extension of fractures
and induce interlayer sliding, resulting in casing damage and
borehole scrapping (Chen et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2020; Zhang
et al., 2022).

Therefore, mechanical layer models with different mechanical
parameters and thickness are established in this study based on the
mechanical layer structure and fracture distribution on outcrops to
simulate the development and propagation mode of fractures, explore
fracture formationmechanisms in bedded rocks, and identify controllers
of various fracture propagation patterns. It can provide insight into
fracture prediction and hydraulic fracturing in bedded rocks.

2 Materials and methods and
techniques

We first characterized the phenomenon of outcrop profiles in
the field, truly reflecting the influence of layered rocks on fracture

development. Four outcrops were mainly described, including
the Shahejie Formation in the Bohai Bay Basin, the
Chang7 Formation in the Ordos Basin, and the Qingshankou
Formation in the Songliao Basin, totaling four different
stratigraphic profiles from three basins (Figure 1). It also
includes different lithological sections, such as sandstone and
shale, which are used to divide rock mechanical layers and
characterize different types of natural fractures. We took high-
pixel image shots of each described profile for later data
proofreading. The description of fractures mainly focuses on
the contact relationship between fractures and lithological layers.
This includes fractures that pass through multiple sets of
lithological layers, fractures that come into contact with the
core interface, and fractures inside the rock layer.
Subsequently, based on the division of mechanical layers, the
relationship between fractures and mechanical layers will be
rechecked.

We used a rebound instrument to measure the mechanical
parameters of layered rocks. The rebound values measured using
the Schmidt hammer are good indicators of rock hardness,
which can quantitatively characterize rock strength. The
rebound value measurement in the field has certain
requirements: test points should be far away from bedding
boundaries, and the rock surface should be regular and even
with no obvious fractures in the rocks. Under these conditions,
no bias can be brought to rebound values. The Schmidt hammer
should be perpendicular to the rock surface (Katz et al., 2000;
Aydin et al., 2005). The ZC3-A Schmidt hammer was used to
measure rebound values at measuring points (every 0.5 m) based
on the lithology division of bedded rocks in outcrops. Each
measuring point was tested at least seven times to eliminate
abnormal values. Finally, we calculated the rebound value range
of each lithology unit.

To accurately determine the impact of mechanical layers on
facture propagation, we first accurately divided the rock
mechanical layers of each section. First, the mechanical layer
of bedded rocks was divided based on rebound values and
lithology data, and the average height and length of each
mechanical layer were measured and calculated using a meter
ruler, which could be used to characterize the influence of
mechanical stratigraphy on fracture propagation. Whether
fractures pass through or terminate at the mechanical contact
was determined based on the relationship between fractures and
mechanical layer. In addition, fracture shapes, types, and
numbers were recorded. Fracture height and spacing were
measured based on the one-dimensional scanning line
method. In the same rock mechanics layer, there is a negative
correlation between fracture density and fracture spacing. The
fracture spacing index (FSI) is the ratio of fracture spacing to the
thickness of the mechanical layer where fractures are located. The
fracture spacing index can display the degree of fracture
development, and the smaller the fracture spacing index, the
higher the fracture density will be (Chang et al., 2015; Gong et al.,
2018).

The simulation technology software mainly used in this article
is “real failure process analysis” (RFPA), which was employed to
simulate the fracture propagation mode in bedded rocks with
different mechanical properties and thickness. RFPA is a two-
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dimensional finite element code, which can simulate fracturing
and failure of quasi-brittle materials (e.g., rocks) (Tang et al.,
2002). It considers heterogeneity in rocks and simulates
discontinuous behaviors of deformation and failure by
weakening elements. The fracture development mode in bedded
rocks was simulated based on the two-end loading mode,
exhibiting the process from fracture initiation to propagation
and development. It can be used to analyze fracture
propagation paths and variation patterns and investigate
fracture spacing, fracture saturation mechanisms, and fracture
propagation under strain conditions (Bai et al., 2000; Bao et al.,
2014).

3 Results

3.1 Mechanical stratigraphy division

Mechanical stratigraphy refers to rocks with similar mechanical
behaviors or same mechanical properties. It can be composed of
one or more lithology units (Su et al., 2023). The mechanical
stratigraphy controls fracture initiation and termination in bedded
rocks as well as fracture development and expansion (Kou et al.,
2022; Gong et al., 2017b). Mechanical layers in bedded rocks from
outcrops are divided based on lithology, rebound value, and other
information, and fracture development in each mechanical layer
was analyzed and described in this study (Figures 2A,B). Fracture
development is positively correlated with the rebound value,
indicating that fractures can be well developed in rocks with

strong strength (Figure 2C). The thickness of the mechanical
layer can also exert certain impact on fracture spacing; for
example, large thickness can result in large fracture spacing and
low fracture density (Figure 2D). Fracture propagation can be
hindered by mechanical contact, whereas mechanical contact in
our studied area can be divided into three levels, namely,
stratigraphic boundary, stratigraphic group boundary, and
mudstone layer (Larsen et al., 2010a) (Figures 2A,B). It also
varies with the mechanical layer; particularly, the mudstone
layer can hinder fracture development greatly, with fractures
that terminate in mudstone layers accounting for 90.21%.
Fractures terminating at the stratigraphic group boundary
account for 78.47%, whereas fracture propagation limited by the
stratigraphic boundary only accounts for 40.62%.

3.2 Characteristics of fracture development
in bedded rocks

Natural fractures are divided into two types (Gross et al., 2007)
based on the spatial geometry of fractures and mechanical layer and
coupling between fractures and mechanical contacts (Figures 2A,B).
Bed-confined fractures are those developing within a single
mechanical layer, with contact or no contact between fracture
ends and mechanical contact (some fractures contacting
mechanical contact at one end and some fractures contacting
mechanical contact at both ends). Bed-confined fractures can be
divided into two types (Gale et al., 2014) based on contacts between
fractures andmechanical layer observed from outcrops: bed-internal

FIGURE 1
(A) Stratigraphic profile of the Shahejie Formation in Nanbao Sag; (B) stratigraphic profile of the Yanchang Formation in the Ordos Basin; (C–D)
stratigraphic profile of the Qingshankou Formation in the Songliao Basin.
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fractures and top bed-confined fractures. The former is commonly
developed within the mechanical layer, with the fracture height less
than the rock thickness and no contact between the fracture ends
and mechanical contact. The latter is bounded by adjacent rocks

with weak strength, with one or both fracture ends terminating at
contacts; as a result, fracture height is less than or equal to rock
thickness (Figure 3).

Affected by mechanical stratigraphy, the bed-confined fractures
are generally small in length, and lower than or equal to rock
thickness. It is mainly distributed over 10–40 cm, following
normal distribution patterns. Bed-confined fractures have large

FIGURE 2
(A) Fracture development patterns in bedded rocks. (B) Sketch of fracture developments in bedded rocks. (C) Relationship between rebound values
of rocks and fracture development. (D) Relationship between rock thickness and fracture spacing.

FIGURE 3
Fracture development patterns in bedded rocks.

FIGURE 4
Numerical simulation model of fracture growth and propagation
in bedded rocks.
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dip, nearly vertical to the rock surface. In addition, bed-confined
fractures have small apertures, which are generally unfilled ones and
regularly distributed in bedded rocks. In most cases, bed-confined

fractures in the single layer are parallel or sub-parallel to each other,
with nearly equal spacing. Bed-confined fractures in rocks with
strong strength are small in distance but high in density, whereas

FIGURE 5
Simulation diagram of fracture development in bedded rocks. Mechanics parameters of rocks with strong mechanical layer (middle layers): E =
50 Gpa, υ= 0.2. Mechanics parameters of rocks with weakmechanical layer (layers at two ends): E = 20 Gpa, υ =0.3. (A) Step = 61−1; (B) Step = 100−1; (C)
Step = 106−1; (D) Step = 132−1; (E) Step = 165−2; (F) Step = 173−2. (Displacement: 0.02/m in each step).

FIGURE 6
Map of vertical stress contours among adjacent fractures under different FSIs (compressive stress: positive, tensile stress: negative). (A) FSI = 0.8; (B)
FSI = 0.9; (C) FSI = 1.0; (D) FSI = 1.1.
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fractures in rocks with weak strength are large in distance but low in
density. In addition, a reciprocal relationship can be observed
between fracture development and fracture spacing.

Throughgoing fractures are multi-layer structures with large
dip angle and extension. They can penetrate two or more
mechanical layers vertically (Figure 3). They are generally
10–80 cm in extension, following the normal distribution
pattern. Their apertures are obviously larger than those of the
bed-confined fractures, with same filling behaviors. Those
adjacent throughgoing fractures are different in extension but
similar in dip angles. They are nearly parallel with bed-confined
fractures on the same horizontal. It indicates that these bed-

confined fractures and throughgoing fractures were formed
during the same period. Throughgoing fractures are
commonly well developed in rocks with strong strength and
can extend to the contact of rocks with weak strength.
Periodically, they can penetrate rocks with weak strength and
continue to expand.

3.3 Numerical simulation of fracture growth
and propagation in bedded rocks

Fracture development was numerically simulated using
RFPA software based on the elastic damage theory and the
Mohr–Coulomb criterion to explore the fracturing mode in
bedded rocks. Based on a large number of practical research
results, it has been found that the stronger the mechanical layer,
the more conducive it is to the development of fractures.
Therefore, in order to explore the formation and propagation
patterns of fractures and reduce the influence of other factors on
fracture formation and propagation, we have set up an idealized
model (Figure 4). Among them, there is a significant difference in
the mechanical properties between the strong and weak
mechanical layers. The simulation shows that in terms of
bedded rocks, fractures are preferentially developed in rocks
with strong strength, where fracture extension is increased
with strain. Defects can occur locally in heterogeneous rocks
with strong strength at certain tensile stress (defects are
discontinuous and partly opened fractures) (Figures 5A,B).
The number and length of defects can be increased with
strain, connecting them to form fractures (Figures 5C,D).
Fracture extension can be confined to the contact of rocks
with weak strength, where new fractures will be gradually
developed among existing fractures with equal spacing, which
can be defined as a “continuous filling” process (Figure 5E)
(Larsen et al., 2010a; Chang et al., 2017). No fractures will be
generated even under continuous stress when a certain number of
fractures are developed. Some fractures are limited within certain
mechanical layers and cannot be expanded, whereas others can
penetrate adjacent layers with weak strength (Figure 5F).

FIGURE 7
Stress distribution on normalized line AA’ under different FSIs.

FIGURE 8
(A)Model diagram showing the influence of Young’smodulus and Poisson’s ratio on fracture development in rocks. (B)Model diagramexhibiting the
influence of bed thickness on fracture development.
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Fracture development in bedded rocks under the control of
mechanical layer and stress can be divided into three stages,
namely, nucleation, saturation, and penetration.

4 Discussions

4.1 Fracture development mechanism in
bedded rocks

4.1.1 Fracture development mechanism
It has been a challenge to determine the fracture development

mechanism for a long time. Scholars have proposed many fracturing
criteria via actual observation and experiments based on the rock
strength hypothesis, of which the Mohr–Coulomb classic shear
fracture criterion describing macro-fracturing and the Griffith
generalized maximum tensile stress criterion based on micro
fracturing mechanism are the most widely used (Ding et al.,
2012). To explore the mechanism of fracture formation in
bedded rocks, we use RFPA software to simulate fracture
development in bedded rocks and record stress state around two
adjacent fractures. The simulation shows the following:

Once fractures are developed in bedded rocks, the tensile stress
at fractures will be reduced to zero, and then interfacial shear stress
will be developed between two adjacent fractures. However, the

tensile stress near the middle of the two adjacent fractures is always
at the peak value, resulting in new fractures at these positions with
equal fracture spacing. The tensile stress in the middle of two
fractures is not only related to the stress on rocks but also to the
distance between two fractures. The distribution of the vertical stress
between two adjacent fractures is extracted by applying the same
strain to these two fractures with different spacing (Figure 6)
(compressive stress: positive; tensile stress: negative). A threshold
FSI value occurs under the same strain condition. In addition, a
compressive stress zone occurs between fractures when the
simulated FSI is less than the threshold value, where decreasing
the FSI value can increase the compressive stress zone. Tensile stress
occurs between these two fractures when the simulated FSI is higher
than the threshold value.

4.1.2 Fracture saturation mechanism
Increasing strain can continually generate fractures in the

middle of the existing fractures during fracture development,
decreasing fracture spacing obviously. However, fracture spacing
is not changed at certain strain, and no fractures will be generated in
rocks. This phenomenon is called fracture saturation (Chang et al.,
2017; Gong et al., 2018). Two adjacent fractures in bedded rocks are
selected viamultiple simulations using RFPA software to track their
stress states to better understand the fracture saturation mechanism.
The distance between these two fractures is assumed as AA’, where

TABLE 1 Parameters of mechanical layer.

Model Parameters of strong mechanical layer Parameters of weak mechanical layer

Young’s
modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

Thickness
(m)

Length
(m)

Young’s
modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

Thickness
(m)

Length
(m)

Model-I (effect of Young’s
modulus on fracture

development)

50 0.25 0.1 2 5 0.25 0.1 2

45 0.25 0.1 2 5 0.25 0.1 2

40 0.25 0.1 2 5 0.25 0.1 2

35 0.25 0.1 2 5 0.25 0.1 2

30 0.25 0.1 2 5 0.25 0.1 2

20 0.25 0.1 2 5 0.25 0.1 2

Model-II (effect of
Poisson’s ratio on fracture

development)

50 0.45 0.1 2 5 0.2 0.1 2

50 0.4 0.1 2 5 0.2 0.1 2

50 0.35 0.1 2 5 0.2 0.1 2

50 0.3 0.1 2 5 0.2 0.1 2

50 0.25 0.1 2 5 0.2 0.1 2

50 0.2 0.1 2 5 0.2 0.1 2

Model-III (effect of
thickness on fracture

development)

50 0.2 0.2 2 5 0.3 0.1 2

50 0.2 0.15 2 5 0.3 0.1 2

50 0.2 0.1 2 5 0.3 0.1 2

50 0.2 0.08 2 5 0.3 0.1 2

50 0.2 0.05 2 5 0.3 0.1 2

Bold values represent changing parameters.
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the middle point is represented by symbol “O.” The fracture
saturation is simulated by changing AA’, exploring variation in
stress under the same strain. A fracture spacing index (FSI)
threshold can be identified from the simulation (Figure 7).
Tensile stress occurs at the middle point (O) when the simulated
FSI value is higher than 1, and compressive stress can be observed at
the middle point (O) when the simulated FSI value is less than 1.
This is because fractures developing in rocks with strong strength

generally stop expanding to spread laterally at the contact of rocks
with weak strength, resulting in shear sliding along contacts. The
transformation in the stress state causes no new tensile fracture
generation. The compressive stress at point O decreases with the
decreasing FSI value; thereby, shear fractures are difficult to be
generated under a small stress state. Hence, even if strain continues
to increase, fracture spacing will not decrease correspondingly,
which can well explain fracture saturation.

FIGURE 9
Simulated bed-confined fracture development under different Young’s moduli (E). (A) Rocks with strong strength with E = 20 GPa. (B) Rocks with
strong strength with E = 30 GPa. (C) Rocks with strong strength with E = 35 GPa. (D) Rocks with strong strength with E = 40 GPa. (E) Rocks with strong
strength with E = 45 GPa. (F) Rocks with strong strength with E = 50 GPa.

FIGURE 10
(A) Relationship between Young’s modulus (The E in the Figure represents the Young’s modulus) and bed-confined fracture density. (B) Relationship
between Poisson’s ratio (The υ in the Figure represents the Poisson’s ratio) and bed-confined fracture density. (C) Relationship between rock thickness
(The H in the Figure represents the rock thickness ) and bed-confined fracture density.
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Fractures are generally developed under tensile stress
perpendicular to the fracture plane and/or internal fluid
pressure. Fractures will not be developed between two fractures
when the FSI value is less than the threshold value unless locally
disturbed tensile stress fields occur between these two fractures
(e.g., at the fracture ends) or the compressive stress is overcome by
some mechanisms (e.g., internal fluid pressure). Stress state
transition is an important driver for fracture saturation in
bedded rocks (Bai et al., 2000).

4.2 Impact of mechanical stratigraphy on
fracture propagation

The development mode and propagation mode of fractures in
bedded rocks are mainly controlled by mechanical properties and
thickness of mechanical layers. Mechanical stratigraphy can be
defined as the resistance of rocks to external forces, which can be
described by the deformation behavior of rocks. Fracture development
is generally derived from brittle deformation under tectonic stress (Ju
et al., 2023). The difference in mechanical properties and thickness of
adjacent two rocks can result in different fracture behaviors even under
the same tectonic stress. Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are two
primary mechanical parameters describing the elastic deformation of
rocks. The influence of mechanical properties and thickness of the
mechanical layer on fracture development is investigated by considering
a single variable.

4.2.1 Impact of mechanical stratigraphy on bed-
confined fracture development

The same stress is applied at both ends of the model to simulate
the influence of thickness, Young’s modulus E, and Poisson’s ratio
(υ) of bedded rocks on bed-confined fracture development. The
model and parameters are shown in Figure 8, and the results in
Table 1 show the following:

(a) Under the same mechanical parameters and rock thickness
(Figure 9), Young’s modulus of rocks with strong strength
can exert great impact on fracture development. Bed-
confined fractures are preferentially developed in rocks
with strong strength under small strain when their
Young’s modulus is significantly different from that of
adjacent rocks with weak strength. Under the same strain,
obvious difference in Young’s modulus between layers with
strong strength and weak strength can result in high fracture
density and small fracture spacing within layers with strong
strength (Figure 10A).

(b) Under the same mechanical parameters and bed thickness
(Figure 11), differences in Poisson’s ratio between layers with
strong strength and weak strength have no obvious influence on
bed-confined fracture development. In terms of layers with
strong strength, bed-confined fracture development does not
vary with Poisson’s ratio (Figure 10B).

(c) The thickness of the mechanical layer also has significant
influence on bed-confined fracture development (Figure 12).

FIGURE 11
Simulated bed-confined fracture development under different Poisson’s ratios (υ). (A) Rocks with strong strength with υ=0.45. (B) Rocks with strong
strength with υ= 0.4. (C) Rocks with strong strength with υ= 0.35. (D) Rocks with strong strength with υ = 0.3. (E) Rocks with strong strength with υ = 0.25.
(F) Rocks with strong strength with υ = 0.2.
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Fractures will be preferentially developed in a thin mechanical
layer and then extend to thick ones. The bed-confined fractures
are well developed in the thin mechanical layer compared with
the thick ones, with small fracture spacing (Figure 10C).

4.2.2 Impact of mechanical stratigraphy on
throughgoing fracture development

Mechanical stratigraphy not only controls fracture growth and
development but also governs fracture expansion. Under the same
geological setting, mechanical properties and thickness of mechanical
layers are primary factors determining whether bed-confined fractures
can pass through the mechanical contact to develop throughgoing
fractures. Fracture growth and evolution are simulated based on the
fracture mechanics model using RFPA software to establish the
relationship between fracture propagation and mechanical
properties, thickness, and tectonic stress. The mechanical layer
model is composed of interbedded rocks with strong strength and
weak strength. The influence of the mechanical contact on fracture
propagation is also investigated by changing mechanical parameters,
thickness, and boundary stress of rocks with various strengths. The
results show the following (Figure 13):

(a) Under certain boundary stress, the ratio of the thickness of rocks
with weak strength to that of rocks with strong strength (H weak/
H strong) is positively correlated with the corresponding ratio of
Young’s modulus (E weak/E strong). It suggests that under the
same tectonic stress, a small difference in mechanical properties
between rocks with weak strength and rocks with strong strength
requires a large thickness difference between them to confine bed-
confined fractures to be developed into throughgoing fractures.

FIGURE 12
Simulated bed-confined fracture development under different thickness of rocks with strong strength. (A) Step = 91−1; (B) Step = 104−2; (C) Step =
121−1; (D) Step = 128−3 (displacement: 0.02/m at each step).

FIGURE 13
Impact of mechanical properties and thickness of the
mechanical layer and stress on fracture propagation (curves are the
stress threshold for developing throughgoing fractures).
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(b) Under certain E weak/E strong, H weak/H strong follows an
increasing trend with the boundary stress. It indicates that
under fixed mechanical properties of the mechanical layer,
the large tectonic stress requires the small thickness
difference between rocks with weak strength and rocks with
strong strength to hinder bed-confined fractures to be extended
into throughgoing fractures.

(c) Under certain H weak/H strong, E weak/E strong is negatively
correlated with the boundary stress. It also represents that
with the fixed thickness of the mechanical layer, a small
thickness difference between rocks with weak strength and
rocks with strong strength is needed to limit bed-confined
fractures to grow into throughgoing fractures under large
tectonic stress.

The simulation suggests that whether bed-confined fractures can
develop into throughgoing fractures depends not only on
mechanical properties and the thickness of the adjacent
mechanical layer but also on tectonic stress. Bed-confined
fractures can grow in thin mechanical layers or in rocks with
strong strength, whose extension can be limited by minor
mechanical property variations or thin mechanical contact.
However, large tectonic stress made them to pass through thick
mechanical contact with various mechanical properties, developing
throughgoing fractures. Only large differences in mechanical
properties between adjacent mechanical layers and thick
mechanical contact can limit the propagation of bed-confined
fractures.

5 Conclusion

The nucleation and propagation of fractures are controlled by
mechanical stratigraphy. Fractures are divided into two types
based on the spatial configuration between fractures and the
mechanical layer, namely, bed-confined fractures and
throughgoing fractures. Controlled by mechanical stratigraphy,
fracture development in bedded rocks can be divided into three
stages: nucleation, saturation, and propagation. Fractures will be
first nucleated and extended in rocks with strong strength under
the control of stress distribution, and then new fractures will be
generated among these existing fractures until reaching the
saturation state. High Young’s modulus and small thickness
can result in high bed-confined fracture density. Variation in
Poisson’s ratio has little impact on the fracture intensity. The
mechanical contact plays a certain role in hindering
throughgoing fracture propagation. Small tectonic stress can
generate bed-confined fractures in rocks with strong strength
or small thickness, whereas large tectonic stress can make those
bed-confined fractures pass through thick mechanical contact
with various mechanical properties to develop throughgoing
fractures.
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